
	

1. The ZOOM Program is designed to help you take your business viral all-over 
North America. 

2. ZOOM Showcase presentations are every Tuesday at 8:00 pm CT. 

3. ZOOM Leadership Training is every Saturday at 10:00 am CT. 

4. Ask your upline Business Leader about available recorded ZOOM events. 

5. ZOOM events can be used as the actual presentation at any Showcase. 

6. The same rules apply to a ZOOM presentation as a live presentation. 

7. The same procedure for submitting the Showcase attendee information to Vollara 
applies to the ZOOM presentation as applies to a live presentation. 

8. If a Business Associate is not present at the ZOOM presentation, then: 

a. You must have an Upline Business Associate participate via phone, Zoom, FaceTime, 
etc. 

b. Have the upline Business Associates welcome the attendees via Zoom, Speaker 
Phone, FaceTime, etc. 

c. When the ZOOM presentation has ended recontact the upline Business Associate, so 
they can answer any questions the attendees may have. 

d. The Host collects all the Feedback Cards and mails them or takes a picture of them on 
their phone and sends to their upline Business Associate, so that the Business 
Associate can Follow-up. 

e. The Host will fill out the “Vollara Ignite Rewards Program” sheet (in your Vollara Back 
Office.  Click on “Tools”, then click on “Vollara Showcase”.  Take a picture of the Ignite 
sheet and text or email to the upline Business Associate. 

f. Then the Business Associate will submit to Vollara. 
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g. Vollara’s Customer Service Department will contact the Host to see what gift they want.  
Customer Service may contact one or more of the attendees to see if they have any 
questions.  Customer Service will not try to sell any product to the attendees they 
contact.  

9. Be creative and use the ZOOM program anywhere in North America.  The key is 
you do not have to be present, yet you are getting the opportunity for people to 
see a Showcase.  Who knows, one of your 3 Super Stars may be sitting in one of 
these ZOOM meetings. 


